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1. Introduction

Sports vision is defined as ability of seeing objects during

sport activities. For athletes, it plays an important role on

performance. Researchers found the contestant’s 

performance significantly associated with sports vision, and

athletes have better sports vision ability than non-athletes

（Hornor, 1982; Ferreira, 2002）. As a martial art coach,

to improve contestant’s ability, use Athelevision Sports

Vision software in 2008 set up by Hisao Ishigaki to

measure contestant’s sports vision. Nevertheless, the 

detection time and performance conditions can’t be known 

since the program was fixed by the system. Furthermore,

the moving objects at high speed cause persistent of vision,

contestants could hardly recognize the symbols on the

screen. For overcoming the above problems, Athlevision

Sports Vision software was modified in this study.

2. Methods

Refer to Athlevision (Fig 1) set up by Hisao Ishigaki, the

software was modified in Macromedia Flash Player 8.0

environment. Modified software can measure Dynamic

Visual Acuity with pitching (DVA), Momentary Vision

(MV), Eye Movement (EM), and peripheral Vision

(PV) of four directions (up, down, right, left). The

new software added automatic speed control system, and

placed X, Y, Z instead of 6, 8, and 9. In order to determine

the reliability of sports vision measuring software, 15 male

subjects from Chang Gung University were recruited. The

mean age of subjects was 24±1.41 years, weight 57±11.6

kg, height 168±11.6cm, and binocular sight 1.24±0.11. The

subjects were arranged to take the test on January 4 and 5,

2009 in the same period of time. The sports vision software

was used to measure DVA, MV, EM, and PV. Subjects

would wear collar to avoid head movement before starting

measuring. The vertical distance of 17 inch computer

monitor and subject’s eyes was 40 cm. Methods of test was 

described below: (1) Dynamic Visual Acuity with pitching

(DVA): Subjects had to read 3 different numbers or English

letters (1~5, 7, x, y, z) showed in the middle of two semi

circulars. DVA of four directions (up, down, right, left)

would be measured (Fig 3). The speed of testing would be

faster or slower by answering right or wrong.

(2)Momentary Vision (MV): Types of symbols that flashed

randomly at various places of style box for three times. To

determine the shortest time and levels, subjects required

identifying the corresponding figures of symbols of the

second time (Fig 4). The speed of testing would be faster or

slower by answering right or wrong. (3)Eye Movement

(EM): The box showed at one place then transferred into

a point. To determine the shortest time and levels, subjects

required identifying the corresponding figures of location

(Fig 5). The speed of testing will be faster or slower by

answering right or wrong. (4)Peripheral Vision (PV):

Subjects were required using peripheral vision to

identify the corresponding figures of two points

appeared at two radiation directions and one

number in the center, the appearance time is12.5

millisecond (Fig 6). The distance of two points

would be longer (harder) or shorter (easier)

depending on correctness of subject’s answer.
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Fig 3 Modified DVA

Fig 4 Modified MV
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3. Results and Discussion

Results for ICCs of DVA, EM, PV, and MV are showed in

Table1. The modified sports vision software showed high

reliability (most ICCs>0.7).

Table 1 Retest reliability of modified sports vision software

4. Conclusion

Modified sports vision software was designed and

developed in Macromedia Flash Player 8.0 environment.

The inconsistency problem much improved, and the retest

reliability of the new software is highly reliable (ICCs>0.7).

Modified software added automatic speed control system,

and placed X, Y, Z instead of 6, 8, and 9 which are easily

confused. It is recommended, the new Sports Vision

software can apply on different age groups, sport-ages

students by adjust and control velocity via the software

option; therefore, the training and evaluation of contestant’s 

sports vision ability can provide more consistent data for

study purpose.
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